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The beautifully minimal Afteroom Chair pays homage 
to functionalism and the Bauhaus school of art. A Audo 
bestseller since its launch in 2012, the chair is the work 
of Afteroom, a young Stockholm studio founded by 
designers Hung-Ming Chen and Chen-Yen Wei. The 
duo takes the chair to a new level with Afteroom Chair 
Plus. Like the original, the chair is decon- structed 
and stripped of unnecessary components, with the 
additional feature of a wider backrest and a luxurious 
upholstering of both seat and backrest. The result is a 
blissfully simple chair that embraces minimalism and 
clean lines without compromising on comfort.

About the Designer

Afteroom is a Stockholm-based design studio founded 
by Hung-Ming Chen and Chen-Yen Wei. Its mission is 
simple, to create products that withstand the passage 
of time, increas- ing in beauty over the years – design 
to grow old with. The duo’s philosophy pivots around 
simplicity and honesty. They were named Rising Star of 
the Year by ELLE Decoration in 2015.
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PRODUCT TYPE
Dining chair

ENVIRONMENT
Indoor

DIMENSIONS
H: 80 cm / 31,5” 
SH: 46 cm / 18,1” 
W: 45,5 cm / 17,9” 
D: 51 cm / 20”

COLOUR

Seat with upholstery
Dependent upon selected upholstery

Backrest with/without upholstery
Walnut or dependent upon selected 
upholstery

Base
Black (RAL 9005)

MATERIALS
Powder coated steel, walnut veneer, 
plywood, CAL117 foam (50N / 50 kg), 
upholstery
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ABOUT DESIGN HOLDING ABOUT AUDO COPENHAGEN

designholding.com audocph.com

Audo Copenhagen is a luxury source for high-end design  
furniture, lighting and accessories reflecting Danish heritage  

and a contemporary, global outlook. 

The brand actively partners with leading architects and interior 
designers from around the world including Norm Archi-tects,  
Colin King and Danielle Siggerud and stewards iconic designs 
including the timeless Kubus collection by architect Mogens  

Lassen, The Tired Man by Flemming Lassen and the  
Plinth Collection by Norm Architects.

Design Holding is a global leader in high-end design with a cultural  
heritage of European origin, characterised by multi-channel distribution  

and diversified product categories. Guided by the purpose ‘We design  
for a beautiful life’, the Group designs for the planet, people, and culture.  
The Group includes Flos, B&B Italia, Louis Poulsen, Maxalto, Arclinea, 

Azucena, FENDI Casa, Menu, by Lassen and Lumens. 

Design Holding’s catalogue features iconic objects designed 
by world-famous designers such as Achille and Pier Giacomo Castiglioni, 
Tobia Scarpa, Luigi Caccia Dominioni, Poul Henningsen, Arne Jacobsen, 

Antonio Citterio, Gaetano Pesce, Philippe Starck, Piero Lissoni, Konstantin 
Grcic, Jasper Morrison, Patricia Urquiola, Michael Anastassiades 
and many others. Design Holding is jointly owned by the global 

investment firms Investindustrial and Carlyle.


